Chapter 4
FAST-TRACKING STRATEGIC CHANGE…Dramatic, sea-change shifts to
pursue new goals and meet major challenges – is very difficult.
We encourage you to read or re-read the following articles and book. They do
an excellent job of detailing the steps essential for sound and sustainable
strategic transformation:
• McKinsey’s article - Organization Practice – Finding the right place to
start the change,
• Kotter’s Harvard Business Review - Leading Change - Why
Transformation Efforts Fail, and
• Lou Gerstner’s book - Who Says Elephants Can't Dance?
From our perspective, reinforced by our experience with several ongoing
engagements, strategic change is more complex than ever.
ESSENTIALS FOR STRATEGIC CHANGE… in-time, on-time, and onbudget
•

The Leader…the CEO or Government Agency Director, must be
engaged every day until the vision is a reality… at least in the minds,
messages and budgets of a critical mass of the senior leaders.

•

That critical mass of the senior leaders need to understand, and be able
to communicate, what must change, why it is necessary, when the
changes will take effect and, most importantly, how the changes will
impact the leaders, customers and all employees, partners and
vendors.

•

Leaders need to lead and manage the change – weekly or daily, in the
context of a weekly plan, with milestones and progress reviews.

•

Communication and commitment must be optimized – leaders must
ensure that the members of the organization understand the what, why
and when of their particular roles and responsibilities during the journey
to the desired future state.

•

Strategy and Goals must be clear. To get where we’re going, folks
need to understand where they are now, the change timeline, and what
end-game success will look like.

•

Importantly…“Outsiders” - customers, board members, partners and,
in government – legislators, must be engaged…early and persistently!

Too often, leaders of change explain that they have informed their stakeholders
about the plans by pointing to speeches by their CEOs, or government agency
directors, and hundreds of pages of documents or web images.
Speeches, documents and web-sites are vital but, they do not mean that the
content has been understood and embraced by those critical to success.
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When the pace of change seems too slow, consider “The 3 x 5 Card Test”
At your next regularly scheduled leaders-meeting, test your team’s perspective.
Experiment with the following 10-minute exercise…without advance warning:
First - On one side of a 3x5 card…have each leader describe THE strategy and
why transformational change is necessary – NOW!
Second - On the back of the same 3x5 card…have the same leaders describe
their personal role in delivering THE strategy – in-time, on-time, and on-budget.
Third - Have your leadership team, or an outside advisor, analyze the
responses and objectively map the gaps.
In most instances, the variety of responses highlights the need for the leaders to
better understand the transformation and their role.
Transformation stall – until a critical mass of leaders understand and
enthusiastically support it.
The next steps become clear:
• quantify strategic goals and implementation plans,
• close talent and effectiveness gaps,
• establish and fund a change roadmap and timeline – with weekly
milestones for change, and
• monitor and expedite implementation progress – tirelessly, perhaps weekly.
Telling a Story About the Future…In Graphic Terms
Create a word-picture, or graphic, that captures the imagination and passion of
your senior leaders.
Major change is becoming more difficult. To achieve it, change leaders need
renewed determination, patience, trust and tenacity. They need to be skilled
listeners.
Everyone critical to strategic change must understand, and be committed to,
their personal role and goals - in ensuring the change is implemented…on-time
and in-time.
We urge change leaders to be more engaged than ever as we move forward.
Visit our website (www.implementstrategy.com) for other suggestions, and our
lessons learned, focused on strategy implementation.
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